Workshop preparation: provide a think piece

The think-piece is intended to be an informal, essay-style text in which you freely reflect on your perspective on the politics of climate engineering, address key issues that you associate with the topic, and highlight any important questions you would like to discuss. You are encouraged to take into account the three theoretical dimensions that guide the general theme of the workshop:

- **Arenas**: From foreign politics and international relations, to national parliaments and ministries, to scientific assessment bodies and reports, all the way to concrete figures, models, and measures: What are the critical arenas and contexts in which the politics of climate engineering take shape? What are the inherent structures of these different arenas of (de)politicization? How does science ‘meet’ politics in these arenas?

- **Actors**: Which actors are involved in, shape, and define the politics of climate engineering? Which stakeholders do the above-mentioned arenas include, and what strategies do they use to realize their interests?

- **Timescales**: What timescales do we have to take into account when exploring the politics of climate engineering? How does past, present, and future figure into these contexts? How to chart the historical trajectories of such emerging techno-political projects?

Aside from these reflections on the topic of the workshop, you are encouraged to suggest your interest in and your expectations for establishing a joint research agenda and network around these issues.

Please send your think-piece to us (ina.moller@wur.nl and j.schubert@uni-bonn.de) by September 18th.